The Web technology-based student information management system is realized in design and implementation by comprehensively analyzing the current status of student management for college students and on the basis of the known software. First and foremost, the current situation of student management in colleges and universities is analyzed, and the significance of developing the student information management system is discussed. Secondly, the on the basis of analyzing the system requirements for college, the diagram for demonstrating the structure and function of student information management system is provided, and the system hereof is fulfilled in general design. Lastly, the Web technology-based student information management system is realized in design and implementation, and the process of recording, query, modification, upgrade and the system for user authority settings for student information are achieved.
INTRODUCTION
As China is boosting in the field of economic construction and the market economy has been established and perfected, the advanced supervisor mode has been widely popularized and gradually implemented among all trades and professions, and together the computer application technology is able to get widely applied and developed by leaps and bounds in various walks of life and in all areas. We are absolutely entering the era of network society due to the rapid booming for internet. And accordingly, it is the network of computers that provides the forceful impetus to develop the society and economy (Semeon et al., 2010) . The current world commonly is in high gear for the tide of information. Under the mentioned background, the education informationization is considered an integral part of social informationization. This concept refers to following processes, the application of modern information technology in the educational field, the exploitation and efficient utilization for resource of educational information and the realization of special and important method for organization and administration in the field of educational field (Jin, 2015) .
Managing the college student information is an extremely tedious, verbose and complex task. The requirement of managing student can never be fulfilled if merely adapting the mechanical managing method via staff's effort or applying the simple office automation tools to manage the materials and data related to students. Thus, it is the only route which must be passed for us to establish the powerful and effective student information management system on the purpose of comprehensively managing students' information and to win the information support and decision support for student management, as we eagerly seek to realize the resource sharing, well overall optimized system and the more scientific student management(R.D. O.S.I, 1987) . At the same time, establishing this fine system can be beneficial for regulating and specifying the management level for college and university, promoting schools to carry out the student management and assessment, enhancing the quality of school, strengthening the information communication and processing and further driving the reform for management.
WEB TECHNOLOGY
Presently, the WWW is widely and generally applied on internet, and together its application range is rising rapidly. The core technology of WWW is the Web technology. The Web is invented in the Geneva particle physics laboratory, and this technology applies a technology called Hypertext. According to this technology, the words, phrases or figures is accentuated for linking another document, figure or sound. Through applying this technology, any point of a document can be linked by any point of another one to realize the fast information browsing (Schamber, 2003) . The Hypertext technology is possessed with favorable graphical user interface, which allows users to easily browse the information of internet. The second technology applied is HTTP which is an application layer protocol. The last technology adapted is HTML which is the presentation layer syntax. The Wed technology is developed on the basis of these two technologies.
(1) HTTP: The hypertext transmission protocol is the most fundamental protocol in Wed technology. It is an application layer protocol and directly transmitted through TCP layer. The HTTP protocol is relatively simple (Toderick et al., 2005) . After HTTP, the server shall only receive the request of URL and send the file in accordance with the user requirement. As nothing of retrieval track shall be recorded by server, a server is able to support more users. However, the HTTP inevitably has plenty of drawbacks. Due to its simplicity, every time when transferring a file, the TCP connection shall be established and removed (Zhou, 2012; Ojleska et al., 2010; Li and Tian, 2015) . Thus, this tedious process is not the best way to transfer smaller file. Another reason is that, as the server cannot record the retrieval track, memorizing password can cause great difficulties for users, which leads to the reduction of the system's efficiency.
(2) HTML: The hypertext markup language refers to a representing method adapting words and phrases of natural language as separators (identification). This type of language has the characteristic that all of its delimiters (identification) are readable and possessed with hyperlink. And accordingly a great number of texts are composed by these hyperlinks as Hypertext. The text written by HTML is directly perceived and readable. As for personnel being familiar with HTML, they can simply draw the figure of the texts on screen written by HTML in their mind while reading these texts (Vernadakis et al., 2011) .
OVERALL DESIGN FOR SYSTEM

Analysis of System Flow
The student information management system is dedicated for students' affair office, each department, supervisors (head teachers) and all students. The system supports administrative department of student work, faculty and all students to send and receive information and to achieve the process for launched on-line service, to conduct the application and query on the basis of users' authority and to output and print the statistical report.
The system flow is illustrated as Figure 1 . 
Design for Function Template of System
The research of student information management system is carried out in accordance with the requirement for constructing colleges, the actual requirement of information resource sharing and the demand for developing business. The ultimate goal of this system is to achieve the microcomputer-based, networked, informationized and standard student information management for colleges and universities. This system mainly completes the tasks of establishing the functions, including basic files, apartment management, scholarships, attendance for morning exercises, violation archives, glory archives, data diagram and super management. The system generally and basically achieves the macro-management for information of all students of colleges, the maintenance of essential student information uploaded by each department of colleges and other information about students and the statistics, query and print for information of students in colleges (Hou et al., 2014) .
The basic functions are demonstrated in the structure chart as Figure 2 . 
Design of Database
The entity of this system consists of students, classes, courses, grades, apartments and rooms. The specific E-R figures of all entities are shown as 
Construction of the Structure of Database
Given the analysis of database requirement, conception structure design and the logical structure design, the following data sheet is set.
(1) Information table of classes is shown as Table 1 . 
Essential Information Template
The archives management contains the following functions, student basic information adding (info_add.asp), students' information search (stu_search.asp), administration for cadre of student union (union_list.asp), administration for cadre of class (class_list.asp), printing student roll table (class_table.asp) and printing various archives and table.
Through all the functions of basic information management template, the system administrators are able to add, modify and search the related information for students easily and conveniently conduct the administration towards student cadres (Yang and Yang, 2014; Nilesh, 2015) . The detailed information like class and grade, post, apartment number, contact number and photo for every student can be listed easily and conveniently, so that teachers can effectively and efficiently implement the administration towards students. The students' basic information can be added in the user template of information adding.
Through the user template of searching information, the information can be accurately searched, either in line of student numbers or fuzzy query. For example, impute the keywords of students' names and list all the possible choices containing the keywords. The searching can be fulfilled for single objective or multi-objectives.
Apartment Management
The apartment management contains the following functions, dormitory management (dorm_manage.asp), dormitory list (dorm_list.asp), dormitory telephone searching (dorm_tel.asp), dormitory telephone and analysis of current occupancy of dormitory (dorm_anlysis.asp). The dormitory management mainly realizes the dormitory query and dormitory adding. The dormitory can be fulfilled in line of the number of apartment, and accordingly all the dormitory numbers ad telephones can be reached. Similarly, the administrators can also modify and delete the data of apartment.
In accordance with the dormitory list, the occupancy for each dormitory of all apartments can be conveniently searched out. The occupancy can be reasonably allocated on the basis of systematic dormitory information of vacancy. All the information for students living in dormitory like photos, classes, grades, colleges, majors and other detailed information can be directly checked through a simple click, and accordingly every student checked in can be easily administrated. Once questions emerging, teachers in apartments or system administrators are able to find out the specific information of pointed student in the shortest period.
Scholarship Management
The scholarship management consists of the following functions, adding information for scholarship assessment and allocation (scholarship_add.asp), searching (scholarship_search.asp), modification and list of scholarship allocation for each term and school year (scholarship_list.asp).
Through all functions of scholarship management template, the system administrators are able to add, search and modify the basic information for every scholar. As a result, the assessment and allocation of scholarship can be realized on the principle of justice, fairness and open. The allocation of scholarship for each terms and school year can be searched out in accordance with the list of scholarship allocation information for each term and school year, as we seek to process the information more conveniently and efficiently. Enter the adding stage, select the term and category, and click to start to add. Then the table pops up with the clear information of name of college and department, category, term and detailed list. The detailed table is realized through list box. While adding a batch of information for scholars with different categories in list box, the name of scholars shall be separated with English comma (as demonstrated in Figure  9 ). 
Data Diagram Management
The data diagram management mainly contains the following functions, students percentage (college_ percentage.asp), global analysis (college_total.asp) and class list (class_list.asp). In line of the data diagram management template, the system administrators are able to analyze all data for students and further build the diagram as to indicate the direct image of analysis charts like students' percentage of each school year, global analysis result of regionalism for students at school, global analysis result of minority for students at school, changes of student recruitment in recent years, global analysis result of sex ratio in recent years, tendency of minority student source in recent years, changing curve of normal students in recent years and other data.
The super administration generally has the function of log management (log.asp), user management (admin_index.asp), system template (template.asp), data processing (total.asp) and data backup (data_backup.asp). Relying on the user administration, five functions of administrators are presented as information list, query, adding, modification and deletion of administrators' information. The controls and their applications for realizing these functions are demonstrated as Table 8 .
Super Administration
The super administration generally has the function of log management (log.asp), user management (admin_index.asp), system template (template.asp), data processing (total.asp) and data backup (data_backup.asp). Relying on the user administration, five functions of administrators are presented as information list, query, adding, modification and deletion of administrators' information. The controls and their applications for realizing these functions are demonstrated as Table 8 . The information of administrators is presented by administrators' list through applying the GridView control provided by ASP.NET2005. Add hyperlink for modification and deletion to each piece of information. Every time logging in this page, the SQL language of events loaded in the Page_Load shall be automatically executed, and further the data searched shall be presented in the page through GridView.
The design goes through the following process. First and foremost, adapt using System.Data.SqlClient to name the space. Secondly, define the SQL language displayed by GridView control in the loading event of Page_Load. Lastly complete the displaying for such information by applying public execution of SQL.
(2) Searching for Administrators' information
The searching link on the page of administration can realize the function of searching for users. This link is a simply Button. For designing this function, the SQL language is defined for executing fuzzy query in the click event of the link's background. Through applying public execution for the language, the result is displayed by GridView control to complete the searching.
CONCLUSION
The current situation of student management for colleges and universities is analyzed, the significance for developing the student information management system is discussed, the applications of Web technology, ASP technology and ADO database entering control in the student information management system are deeply studied.
(1) In accordance with the requirement of college for student information management, the organization structure and the student management flow are analyzed, the materials related to student information management system are achieved in collection as to confirm the ultimate goal and main function template of student information management system for our college.
(2) The corresponding literatures are studied, the related theoretical knowledge is analyzed and the technologies related to developing the system are analyzed.
(3) The overall design for system is achieved in the field of requirement analysis, design for function template, design for database and establishment of data table.
